
Confident, reliable developer, proficient at independently building, 
updating & maintaining websites. Ability to creatively & practically solve 
problems. Excellent at communicating these solutions with a wider team 
on a global scale. Excited to work with & become a valuable member of an 
expert team. Friendly introvert.

Professional Experience

Lead Developer

Freelance August 2022 - Present

Just by Emma (WIP)


A team of alumni from Career Foundry joined forces to create an online skincare 
store. I assumed the role of Lead Developer, remotely supervising UX and UI 
designers & fellow web developers from around the world. We must all work 
independently due to time differences yet communicate regularly to keep the 
project on track. I bridge the gap between designers & developers as I have 
experience in both.

Web Developer + Designer

Freelance 2015 - Present

mkr-projectmanagement.co.uk


redrosecounselling.uk


On my last two projects, I designed the UI with Figma following the client’s brief & 
coded the React front-end to meet their requirements, using Simple Content Editor 
as the back-end.


revistava.es


Development & maintenance of the VA! magazine website. My work helped the 
magazine to gain crowdfunding pledges whilst keeping customers engaged with 
upcoming content and showcasing the online version of the magazine.

Photographer

Freelance 2010 - Present

Skilled self-starter photographer who manages own time, clients & finances. Most 
projects require an understanding of the marketing needs of the client. My 
creativity & attention to detail has produced high quality photographs that are 
displayed on websites & in print.

Education

Full-Stack Web Development Program

Career Foundry February 2020 - September 2021

Intensive project-based training program with a focus on JavaScript & Node.js 	
web development.

Administration of Internet Services (IFCT0509)

FOREM PV October 2014 - August 2015

Training to manage & administrate servers. Learning about the technologies that 
move the Internet including HTTP, DNS, SSL, SSH and virtualization. Managing 
users with Active Directory and troubleshooting through logs and monitoring.

Eloi Perez Aguilar
Full-Stack Web Developer

Info

Location

Clifton, Greater Manchester


M27 8RD


UK

Phone

+44 (0) 754 198 7199

Email

eloiperezag@gmail.com

Links

www.eloiperez.com

www.github.com/eloi-perez

skills

HTML / CSS / JavaScript


TypeScript


Node.js + Express


React + Redux


React Native


Next.js


MongoDB


PostgreSQL


Cloud Firebase


Jest / Puppeteer


JSDoc + Swagger


AWS Lambda


Nginx / Apache / Windows Server


GIT

Attention to detail


Problem-solving


Empathetic with colleagues & 
clients

Languages

English

Spanish

https://mkr-projectmanagement.co.uk/
https://redrosecounselling.uk/
https://revistava.es/
mailto:eloiperezag@gmail.com
https://eloiperez.com/
https://github.com/eloi-perez


PROJECTS

Ecommerce Node Backend

A custom express server to build an ecommerce online store.

Chat App

Online communication between customers, colleagues and friends is crucial for 
practically every industry. This project involved designing a React Native mobile 
application for chat communication. This app allows people to chat, share pictures 
and locations in a bespoke way. 

1kB Website

Challange to write a one page website with exactly 1024 bytes of size.

eloi.link

An easy to use & fast URL shortener. The HTML code is generated in the server 
without using any framework. Just vanilla JavaScript template strings. It also 
accepts API calls to interact with the service.

Simple Content Editor

My own content management system that allows the client to edit text directly on 
the website using Editor.js. All wrapped in Next.js, a React framework that allows to 
create SEO friendly websites & integrate the API endpoints in the same project.

Time Travel Films Database

A React project & Express API to browse movies about time travelling

Collaborating Guide

Guide to help new developers to contribute to other GitHub repositories. There are 
two guides, one for public repositories & another for when you are invited as a 
collaborator.
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